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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new privacy preservation
scheme, named pseudonymous authentication-based conditional
privacy (PACP), which allows vehicles in a vehicular ad hoc
network (VANET) to use pseudonyms instead of their true identity
to obtain provably good privacy. In our scheme, vehicles interact
with roadside units to help them generate pseudonyms for anonymous communication. In our setup, the pseudonyms are only
known to the vehicles but have no other entities in the network. In
addition, our scheme provides an efficient revocation mechanism
that allows vehicles to be identified and revoked from the network
if needed. Thus, we provide conditional privacy to the vehicles in
the system, that is, the vehicles will be anonymous in the network
until they are revoked, at which point, they cease to be anonymous.
Index Terms—Conditional anonymity, pseudonym, vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs).

I. I NTRODUCTION

V

EHICULAR ad hoc networks (VANETs) have recently
become a popular direction for research, with specific
attention to improving driving experience and road safety [1].
VANETs generally consist of vehicles, infrastructure units such
as roadside units (RSUs), and a centralized trusted authority.
Each vehicle that is part of a VANET contains an onboard
wireless computing unit, which is commonly known as the
onboard unit (OBU). Vehicles may communicate with the
RSUs, which are online, and with other vehicles in their neighborhood. Recent studies on VANETs have identified several
issues, including those in security and privacy, which need to
be addressed for widespread adoption.
Security issues in VANETs have been studied in great detail
(see [2]–[4]). However, the issue of privacy still has a lot of
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open questions. With the latest advancement in tracking mechanisms and the potential increase in communication among
vehicles, an adversary can track a vehicle by observing its communication and movement patterns. However, if a completely
anonymized vehicle turns malicious, then there is no way to
identify and revoke it. Thus, a privacy scheme needs to provide
privacy to the vehicles while at the same time being able to
track and revoke rogue vehicles. In other words, the vehicles in
a VANET need conditional privacy, that is, the vehicles should
have privacy that is contingent on them behaving appropriately
in the system. If the vehicle does not perform the protocols
correctly or is malicious, then its privacy is revoked, and it can
no longer be anonymous. These requirements have served as
the motivation for many researchers, leading to the formulation
of various schemes, e.g., [5]–[7]. These schemes advocate the
use of pseudonym-based approaches for anonymous communication, which helps maintain a vehicle’s privacy. Most of the
schemes designed for anonymity in VANETs utilize a public
key infrastructure (PKI). The RSA-based PKI and the elliptical
curve cryptosystem (ECC)-based PKI [8] are two commonly
used infrastructures. In general, the ECC-based anonymity
schemes are better than the RSA-based schemes because of the
smaller key size and lower computation costs [9]. However, all
of the existing schemes suffer from a common drawback, that
is, the authorities involved in the pseudonym generation process
also know the pseudonyms used by the vehicles. Thus, these
schemes are not truly anonymous.
Based on the aforementioned presentation, there is a need for
a strong privacy-preserving scheme in VANETs that has properties such as low pseudonym generation latency, high scalability,
easy revocation, and ability to perform with sparsely distributed
RSUs. To achieve these desired properties, our research goal
is to design a new anonymity scheme, named pseudonymous
authentication with conditional privacy (PACP), for generating
pseudonyms. PACP is based on four security requirements:
1) The privacy provided to the vehicles is conditional privacy.
2) The construction of PACP is based on pairing [10], which is
a mathematical structure based on ECC assumptions. 3) PACP
does not rely on storing multiple pseudonym certificates issued
from a centralized authority or on providing identity certificates
to the RSU for generating on-the-fly pseudonym certificates.
Instead, a node generates its pseudonyms with assistance from
the RSU in its neighborhood in a way that the RSU gains no
information about the node’s real identity. 4) In case of any
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dispute, our scheme allows trusted authorities to successfully
de-anonymize a misbehaving node to reveal its identity and
possibly revoke it with the use of revocation lists (RLs).
The main contribution of this paper is to allow vehicles
to generate provably anonymous and computationally efficient pseudonyms to ensure conditional privacy. The presented performance studies and comparisons with other popular
anonymity schemes [2], [6] demonstrate that our scheme is
effective and efficient.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work. Section III details the system and
attack model and provides preliminary definitions. Section IV
describes the presented PACP scheme in detail. Section V
describes the security and privacy performance analysis.
Section VI presents the simulation results that demonstrate the
effectiveness of our scheme. Section VII concludes our work
and provides directions for future work.
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Fig. 1. Network model for VANETs.

III. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the area of security and privacy of VANETs, majority of
the research works have focused on authentication to ensure
security [2]–[4], [11]. To protect the privacy of vehicles, existing research has mainly focused on location privacy [12],
[13] problems, anonymizing sensed data [14], and pseudonymbased schemes to anonymize vehicles’ actions [5]–[7].
Previous solutions have shown that, to maintain a vehicle’s
privacy, pseudonym-based approaches are most effective. However, to thwart privacy-related breaches, frequent change of
pseudonyms is essential. The Vehicle Safety Communication
(VSC) project [15] was one of the first projects to work on
privacy in VANETs. It proposed the use of a list of shortlived pseudonym certificates for guaranteeing privacy through
anonymity. Raya and Hubaux [16] proposed a scheme similar
to VSC, which required using certificates for vehicle-to-vehicle
communication. However, the scheme requires many public key
operations and, hence, is expensive for deployment.
Several privacy schemes that use ECC as their fundamental
building block have been proposed in the literature. Lu et al. [6]
proposed an ECC-based scheme, named efficient conditional
privacy preservation protocol (ECPP), using bilinear maps to
achieve conditional privacy for the vehicles. In ECPP, a vehicle
uses multiple anonymous keys obtained from an RSU to prevent
its communication from being traced. In addition to the provided anonymity features, the ECPP scheme suffers from three
main drawbacks. First, it is not efficient due to two reasons:
1) It has fairly high latency for generation of pseudonym keys
by the RSUs, and 2) it requires ubiquitous presence of RSUs
to assist vehicles to derive their pseudonyms and corresponding
keys at any given road location. Second, ECPP requires that the
issued pseudonyms are known to the issuing authorities (i.e.,
RSUs) beforehand. Since RSUs are distributed in open areas
along roads, they are usually vulnerable to physical attacks.
Thus, they usually cannot be fully trusted. Third, there is no
clear revocation mechanism of using ECPP. Since vehicles can
derive their pseudonyms from every RSU, even a compromised
one, malicious vehicles cannot be revoked.

Here, we present the system assumptions, the network
model, the attack model, and some mathematical models used
by our solutions.
A. Assumptions
We assume that all vehicles are registered with a central trusted authority (TA), i.e., the Motor Vehicles Division
(MVD), before they are approved for driving on the road.
Registration of a vehicle includes registration of the vehicle’s
license plate number, identity, owner’s address, and any other
information needed to uniquely identify the vehicle and its
owner. Since the MVD is assumed to be trusted and cannot
be compromised, the initial security parameters and keys are
issued by the MVD. RSUs are not fully trusted since they
are usually exposed in open unattended environments, which
are subject to physical breaches. However, we assume that the
functions of RSUs are monitored and that their compromise
can be detected in a bounded time period. Consequently, at a
given time, very few RSUs are compromised. Because RSUs
can be compromised, we assume that the security keys and
corresponding identity information cannot be directly generated
by RSUs. Other vehicles are not trusted.
B. Network Model
The network model for our anonymity scheme is shown
in Fig. 1. It comprises on- and off-road units. The on-road
units consist of the vehicles, the RSUs, and the communication
network. The RSUs are managed and regularly monitored by
a local transportation department office such as the MVD. The
RSUs and the MVD are connected via the Internet. Existence
of a central trust authority such as the MVD helps expedite
revocation as all RSUs can contact it for updated vehicle RLs.
Each vehicle is assumed to be equipped with an OBU, which is
a tamper-proof device (TPD) that stores the secret information,
an event data recorder (EDR), and a Global Positioning System.
The RSUs and the vehicles are equipped with network cards
that can provide support for the dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) [17] service or WiFi access, hence enabling
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS U SED IN PACP

high-data-transfer rates with minimal latency. Vehicles and the
nearby RSUs are assumed to be time synchronized, which can
be used to validate the expiration date of a pseudonym.
C. Attack Model
The attackers in a VANET may be classified as either internal
attackers or external attackers. External attackers are powerful
attackers that can observe and analyze the traffic in the network.
They are not part of the system; hence, they cannot decrypt
the messages, but they can obtain related information from the
messages and use it for traffic and data analysis. We assume
that the external attackers are more powerful than the vehicles
or the RSUs; however, their powers are bounded. Usually, it
takes multiple colluding external attackers to observe the whole
system. Internal attackers are compromised vehicles. Internal
attackers are potent as well since they are part of the system
and have access to shared secrets.
Here, we present all possible attack scenarios in a VANET.
An attacker can (a) modify or replay existing messages,
(b) inject fake messages, (c) impersonate a legitimate node
(RSU or vehicle), (d) compromise an RSU or a vehicle, or
(e) perform a denial-of-service attack. The attacks may be
performed by a single attacker or a group of colluding attackers.
We note that, of the aforementioned attacks, attacks (c), (d), and
(e) are those that result in loss of privacy. In our study, we do
not consider attack (e) as they have been addressed in [18]. Our
scheme handles the rest of the attack scenarios and ensures that
the anonymity of communication is preserved. In the following
section, we present our scheme PACP in detail.
D. Background Concepts
We first formally define the term conditional privacy.
Definition 1—Conditional Privacy: Given a set of vehicles
V = {V1 , . . . , Vm , . . . , Vp }, a set of RSUs R = {R1 , . . . , Rq },
and a trusted MVD, the conditional privacy of a vehicle Vm
ensures that its real identity is only known to the MVD. If
the vehicle is identified as compromised or malicious, then its
privacy can be revoked by the MVD, and its identity will be
known to other vehicles and RSUs.

Here, we present some concepts that form the basis for
the design of our PACP scheme and the proof of its security.
Our protocol uses bilinear mapping, which uses pairing-based
construction to map a pair of elements in a given group to
another element in the same or a different group. The following
definition states some properties of bilinear mapping.
Definition 2—Properties of Bilinear Mapping: Given two
groups G1 and G2 with same order p, where p = q n , q is prime
and n ∈ Z+ , G1 is an additive group, and G2 is a multiplicative
group, the bilinear mapping ê : G1 × G1 → G2 satisfies three
properties.
1) Bilinearity: The mapping ê : G1 × G1 → G2 is said to
be bilinear if ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab , ∀P, Q ∈ G1 and
∀a, b ∈ Z∗p , where Z∗p = [1, . . . , p − 1].
2) Nondegeneracy: If ê(P, Q) = 1 for all Q ∈ G1 , then
ê(P, P ) is a generator of G2 , and P is the identity element
in G1 .

TABLE II
P UBLICLY K NOWN S YSTEM PARAMETERS

3) Computability: The bilinear map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 can
be efficiently computed.

Definition 3—Elliptical Curve Discrete Logarithmic Problem
(ECDLP): Given P, Q ∈ E(Fq ), find the value of λ, if it exists,
such that Q = λP .

The ECDLP had been proved to be a hard problem [19].
IV. P SEUDONYMOUS AUTHENTICATION -BASED
C ONDITIONAL P RIVACY
Here, we present our PACP scheme that provides
pseudonym-based anonymity to vehicles in VANETs. Before
presenting our scheme in detail, we first give a general
overview. A vehicle that uses our PACP scheme registers with
the motor vehicle department using its identity and gets a
ticket. It uses the ticket to communicate with an RSU in its
neighborhood to obtain tokens. The tokens are used by the
vehicle to generate pseudonyms for anonymous broadcast
communication with other vehicles. In what follows, we will
present the scheme in detail. Table I illustrates the notations
used in the presentation of our scheme.
A. System Setup
The scheme uses a set of publicly known system parameters
params = G1 , G2 , e, P, H, H1 , H2 , which are stored in each
vehicle by the MVD at the time of registration. The detailed
explanation of parameters is given in Table II. The MVD
generates its public key as PMVD = αP , where α ∈ Z∗p is the
private key of the MVD.
Our scheme uses the identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme
proposed by Boneh and Franklin [20] for secure communication. All signatures generated in our scheme utilize the BLS
short signature scheme proposed by Boneh et al. because of
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4:Store the mapping mapaMVD = δa , IDa  in the database.
5:Store the 3-tuple Qa = δa , SIG(δa ; PMVD ), Sa  with
params in the vehicle’s OBU.

Fig. 2.

State transition diagram for pseudonym generation in PACP.

its efficiency and low computation cost [21]. In the following
section, we present our PACP scheme in detail.
B. PACP Protocols
In our scheme, pseudonym generation for a vehicle requires
three types of entities, namely, the vehicle, the MVD, and the
RSU. The interaction between these three entities is shown in
Fig. 2. A vehicle Va provides the required identity information
to the MVD as part of the registration process. Then, the MVD
issues Va a ticket. The ticket uniquely identifies Va ; however,
it does not reveal Va ’s true identity. When moving on the
road, Va authenticates itself with the nearest RSU and obtains
a pseudonym token. Then, Va uses the token to generate its
pseudonyms. Here, we must note that the RSU only provides
the credential (i.e., signature) and restrictions (i.e., a time
stamp) for the vehicle to generate its pseudonyms, and it does
not learn any private information of the vehicle. As a result, the
RSU is unaware of the vehicle’s true identity, which is mapped
to the pseudonym that the vehicle will generate using the token.
We note that the RSU can map a ticket to a pseudonym token
and the generated pseudonym. However, this mapping cannot
review the real identity of the vehicle. The only information
possessed by the RSU is the token, which will be used in
the revocation phase. We will discuss more about the resultant
improvement in security in the security analysis section. Our
system consists of three building blocks, namely, registration,
generation, and extraction. Each block is a protocol in itself. In
what follows, we present the three protocols.
1) Registration Protocol: The registration procedure requires Va to be physically present at the MVD. The vehicle
registers with the MVD and obtains a ticket δa . The MVD loads
δa and params, i.e., the system parameters, into the vehicle’s
TPD. Algorithm 1 illustrates the complete registration process
executed by the MVD.
Algorithm 1: Registration Protocol executed by the MVD
Require: IDa .
1:Choose a random number rnd ∈ Z∗p .
2:Use H2 to compute Sa = H2 (IDa , rnd) ∈ {0, 1}n , and Sa
is Va ’s private key.
3:Compute ticket δa = Sa P ∈ G1 and sign δa with SMVD
to obtain SIG(δa ; SMVD ), and δa is Va ’s public key.

Identity IDa is the true identity of vehicle Va , and Sa is the
master secret key of Va . We note that ticket δa does not reveal
any information about Va . However, in case of misconduct,
the MVD can obtain IDa by looking up the mapping mapaMVD
(line 4), which is stored in a hash table in its database, in O(1)
time. The signature performed by the MVD (line 5) utilizes
the lightweight BLS scheme [21]. The MVD signs δa with its
private key. The 3-tuple Qa is Va ’s private information that
is stored in the OBU and can only be modified by the MVD.
Once Va has successfully obtained δa , it can initiate anonymous
communication on the road.
2) Generation Protocol: After obtaining a ticket δa from the
MVD, Va has to communicate with a nearby RSU(s), e.g., Ri ,
to generate pseudonyms. Ri periodically broadcasts its identity
certificate CertRi derived from the MVD, where Ri serves as
both the identity and the public key for the RSU. Table III
illustrates this procedure, which is known as the generation
protocol. Vehicle Va creates the 3-tuple Δa by concatenating its
ticket, the signature of the ticket, and a symmetric key K(a,i) .
For encryption, the vehicle uses the IBE scheme with Ri as the
ID to generate C. When Ri receives C, it uses its private key SRi
to decrypt C and then verifies SIG(δa ; SMVD ) using PMVD . On
successful verification, Ri computes a pseudonym token τ(a,i) .
RSU Ri also obtains expiration time t(a,i) for the token. It then
creates the message




M = τ(a,i) , t(a,i) , SIG τ(a,i) , t(a,i) ; SRi , γ(a,i)
which is also shown in Table III. Ri encrypts it using secret
key K(a,i) in C and transmits it to Va as C  . RSU Ri also
stores the mapping between the ticket and the tuple (mapaRi )
in a hashed map for O(1) time retrieval. Vehicle Va decrypts
C  and generates its pseudonym by using τ(a,i) . Encryption and
decryption in the generation protocol are symmetric.
Our scheme allows Va to obtain multiple tokens from a
k
single RSU by using the same ticket δa . In this setup, τ(a,i)
k
represents the kth token issued to vehicle Va by Ri . Token τ(a,i)
is used by Va in the extraction protocol to generate the kth
pseudonym. The value of k is upper bounded by a threshold
value RTH , which is a tunable system parameter. The value of
RTH determines the extent of anonymity, with higher values of
RTH , resulting in a higher number of pseudonyms and, thus,
better anonymity. We do not perform analysis to obtain the
best value for RTH under different settings. However, we note
that it is easy to calculate an RTH value for a given anonymity
requirement based on a threshold on the probability of correct
identification of a token.
3) Extraction Protocol: A vehicle Va uses the extraction
protocol, which is illustrated in Algorithm 2 to generate a
pseudonym. Let Va obtain n tokens from RSU Ri . As illustrated
in the protocol, Va chooses one of the n tokens. Without loss
j
j
of generality, let this token be τ(a,i)
. The value γ(a,i)
(which
j
is obtained from Ri ) is the private key component of τ(a,i)
.
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TABLE III
S CHEMATIC OF THE G ENERATION P ROTOCOL I NVOLVING Va AND Ri

Successful completion of the extraction protocol outputs a
pseudonym PNj(a,i) for Va , as shown in the algorithm. The
vehicle can use pseudonym PNj(a,i) to
communication. Certificate CertRi is part

perform anonymous
of the pseudonym to
allow another vehicle that receives pseudonym PNj(a,i) from Va
to verify Va ’s authenticity by verifying the signature.
Algorithm 2: Extraction Protocol performed by Va
j
1:Randomly selects τ(a,i)
(1 ≤ j ≤ n).
2:Chooses a random value raj ∈ Z∗p .
3:Computes σaj = raj Sa .
j
j
, tj(a,i) , SIG(τ(a,i)
, tj(a,i) ; SRi ),
4:PNj(a,i) = σaj P, τ(a,i)
j
CertRi  is the pseudonym, and τ(a,i)
is the public key.
j
j
5:Stores S(a,i)
= γ(a,i)
Sa as the private key.

C. Anonymous Communication in PACP
Here, we illustrate anonymous communication using PACP.
We use two vehicles, namely, Va and Vb , for our illustration.
Consider a scenario where Va needs information about the road
conditions. Va sends a broadcast request for the information
using its pseudonym PNj(a,i) . Vehicle Vb that has the information uses pseudonym PNj(a,i) to encrypt it in a message
and sends it to Va . On receiving the encrypted message, Va
j
decrypts the message using private key S(a,i)
. In another scenario, vehicle Va can itself initiate a road conditions broadcast.
When Va broadcasts a message with road conditions in its
vicinity, other vehicles can use the public key of its pseudonym
j
j
= γ(a,i)
Sa P to verify the BLS signature generated by Va
τ(a,i)
j
using private key γ(a,i)
Sa . In what follows, we describe the
encryption and decryption procedures.

Algorithm 3: Encryption Protocol performed by Vb
Require: Pseudonym PNj(a,i) of Va and message M.
j
1:Verify SIG(τ(a,i)
, t(a,i) ; SRi ) and compute λj(a,i) =
j
e(τ(a,i)
, σaj P ).
2:Choose k ∈ {0, 1}n randomly.
3:Compute ρ = H2 (k, M).
4:Compute ciphertext as
C = H(ρP ) ⊕ (λj(a,i) )k , e(P, σaj P )k , M ⊕
H1 (e(σaj P, H(ρP )P )).
5:Transmit C to Va .

Encryption Protocol: Algorithm 3 illustrates the encryption protocol used by Vb to send a message to Va . Vehicle
Vb receives the pseudonym of Va and first verifies signature
j
, t(a,i) ; SRi ) to ensure that Va is a genuine member
SIG(τ(a,i)
of the system and has been authenticated by an RSU. For
verification, Vb first verifies CertRi using PMVD and then uses
j
, t(a,i) ; SRi ). If
Ri from CertRi to verify signature SIG(τ(a,i)
verification is successful, Vb computes


j
λj(a,i) = e τ(a,i)
, σaj P .
To encrypt the plain-text message M ∈ {0, 1}n for Va with
pseudonym PNj(a,i) , Vb performs Steps 2–4 of Algorithm 3.
Symbol ⊕ stands for the XOR operation.
Decryption Protocol: To decrypt ciphertext C sent by Vb ,
Va performs the decryption protocol given in Algorithm 4.
We denote ciphertext C using the tuple C = U, V, W , where
U = H(ρP ) ⊕ (λj(a,i) )k , V = e(P, σaj P )k , and W = M ⊕
H1 (e(σaj P, H(ρP )P )). The protocol is fairly self-explanatory.
j
.
The decryption of C is done using private key S(a,i)
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Algorithm 4: Decryption Protocol performed by Va
j
Require: C = U, V, W , S(a,i)
.

1:Compute Γj(a,i) = U ⊕ V


2:Retrieve M = W ⊕

j
S(a,i)

.

H1 (e(σaj P, Γj(a,i) P )).

Now, we will show the correctness of the encryption and
decryption protocols. We first demonstrate the correctness of
hash operation H1 that is used in the encryption and decryption
protocols (see Algorithms 3 and 4). To prove the correctness of
the encryption and decryption protocols, we need to show that
j
XOR-ing of W with H1 (e(σaj P, Γ(a,i) P )) recovers message M,
as shown in the equation at the bottom of the page. From the
preceding derivations, we have
 

 

= H1 e σaj P, H(ρP )P . (1)
H1 e σaj P, Γj(a,i) P
Using (1), it is easy to prove that XOR-ing W with
H1 (e(σaj P, Γj(a,i) P )) recovers message M. We note that, in
[20], Boneh and Franklin proved that the hash functions in
the FullIndent scheme are secure against the chosen ciphertext
attack under the random oracle model. Hash function H1 that
is used in the PACP scheme possesses this property. Next, we
present the revocation protocol.

D. Revocation Protocol
Revocation is a critical issue for an anonymous communication system. In VANETs, revocation is required to prevent
malicious vehicles from launching security attacks against legitimate vehicles. Fig. 3 shows our revocation protocol.

If a vehicle has performed a violation, other vehicles in its
vicinity would have observed the violation and will report the
violator to the nearest RSU. The reporting vehicles will use the
pseudonym of the violating vehicle to identify it. The violation
events are recorded by the EDR of the vehicles. The EDR of a
reporting vehicle Va instructs the OBU to create a violation rea
a
). The OBU creates MVR
= VIO(Type), PNj(m,i) ,
port (MVR
where VIO(Type) is the type of violation, and PNj(m,i) is the
pseudonym used by the alleged malicious vehicle Vm . Designing the violation message is trivial; hence, we do not discuss
it in this paper. When Va enters the communication range of an
a
) is encrypted using the RSU’s identity
RSU, the message (MVR
and transmitted to it. All vehicles reporting the event will report
their violation report to the nearest RSU. For instance, let the
RSU closest to Va be denoted by Rt . Vehicle Va and other
vehicles in the vicinity send their violation report to Rt . RSU
Rt decrypts all messages received from the vehicles (including
Va ) and determines the severity of the violation by analyzing
the messages. Then, RSU Rt sends pseudonym PNj(m,i) used
by Vm to the MVD for revocation. The MVD identifies RSU
Ri that had given Vm the token by using CertRi contained in
the pseudonym. The MVD contacts Ri and obtains δm , i.e., the
vehicle’s ticket, from Ri . The MVD then looks up the mapping
mapm
MVD and extracts IDm the identity of vehicle Vm using the
ticket. Once Vm is identified, the MVD transmits the ticket of
Vm to all the RSUs in the network in the form of an updated
RL. If Rt is compromised in the presented revocation protocol,
in which it may collude with Vm , then Vm cannot be revoked.
However, we note that an easy fix to this problem is to have the
reporting vehicle transmit revocation reports to multiple RSUs.
Since we assume that only a few RSUs can be compromised, as
long as one revocation report reaches the MVD, the malicious
vehicle Vm can be identified. If a vehicle Vm is in the RL, then
the RSUs do not help it in generating tokens for anonymous

 
 
 


Sj
H e σaj P, Γj(a,i) P
= H1 e σaj P, U ⊕ V (a,i) P
⎛
⎛ ⎛
⎞ ⎞⎞
⎜
⎜ ⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟
j

kS(a,i)
⎜
⎜ ⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟
= H1 ⎜e ⎜σaj P, ⎜H(ρP ) ⊕ (λj )k ⊕ e P, σaj P
⎟ P ⎟⎟
⎝
⎝ ⎝

⎠ ⎠⎠
U
V

S

j
(a,i)

 
 

kγ j
S σj
= H1 e σaj P, H(ρP ) ⊕ (λj )k ⊕ e(P, P ) (a,i) a a P

 
 

k
j
j
kγ(a,i)
S a σa
j
j
j
= H1 e σa P, H(ρP ) ⊕ e τ(a,i) , σa P ⊕ e(P, P )
P

 
 

k
j
j
kγ(a,i)
S a σa
j
j
j
= H1 e σa P, H(ρP ) ⊕ e γ(a,i) δa , σa P ⊕ e(P, P )
P

 
 

k
kγ j
S σj
j
= H1 e σaj P, H(ρP ) ⊕ e γ(a,i)
Sa P, σaj P ⊕ e(P, P ) (a,i) a a
P
 
 

kγ j
S σj
kγ j
S σj
= H1 e σaj P, H(ρP ) ⊕ e(P, P ) (a,i) a a ⊕ e(P, P ) (a,i) a a P
 

= H1 e σaj P, H(ρP )P
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the revocation protocol. Vehicle Vm is the vehicle to be revoked, and Va is the reporting vehicle.

communication. This effectively revokes Vm once its current
pseudonyms expire. In a more proactive mechanism, the RSUs
can broadcast the pseudonym of Vm to the other vehicles to
incorporate revocation. The revocation cost is negligible since
checking is performed between an RSU and the MVD, which
we assume to be connected using the Internet.
V. P ERFORMANCE A SSESSMENTS OF
S ECURITY AND P RIVACY
Here, we first analyze the security and anonymity strength
of our PACP scheme with reference to the attack scenarios
presented in Section III-C. Then, we compare the security
performance between PACP and ECPP.
A. Security and Anonymity Analysis
In the PACP scheme, signature and encryption are fundamental security protections to counter modification, eavesdropping,
replay, and injection and impersonation attacks. To modify a
message sent by vehicle Vb to vehicle Va , the adversary has to
decrypt the message, modify it, and then encrypt it using Va ’s
pseudonym. To decrypt the message, the adversary needs the
private key corresponding to the pseudonym of Va , which is not
available to the adversary, thus making it impossible to modify
the message. Without going into the details, we note that replay
attacks can be easily prevented with the use of authentication
and sequence numbers. Using PACP, an external attacker cannot
generate a valid signature using other vehicles’ pseudonym. As
a result, it cannot inject fake messages into the system.
Theorem 1: The PACP scheme is semantically secure
against the impersonation attack.
Proof: Our proof is based on sematic security. In general,
a semantic security proof assumes that the attackers are passive.
The sematic security proof is usually done by reducing the

solution to a well-known hard problem, such as the ECDLP
used in this paper.
To perform an impersonation attack, the adversary must be
able to derive the secret, i.e., Sa , owned by a legitimate vehicle
Va . To assess the security strength of the PACP scheme, we
use the fact that the ECDLP is computationally hard. The proof
of hardness of ECC is also based on the fact that the ECDLP is
computationally hard. We show that either the adversary cannot
attack a building block of the PACP scheme or those that it can
attack are semantically secure. The registration protocol cannot
be compromised by the adversary as it is performed offline,
whereas the extraction protocol cannot be compromised by an
adversary as it has no message exchanges.
We now consider the encryption protocol. An adversary
cannot impersonate a legitimate noncompromised vehicle Va
as the message encrypted using Va ’s pseudonym cannot be
decrypted without using Va ’s private key, which the adversary
does not possess. Since k is randomly chosen, ρ is also random.
Consequently, the contents of C are random for the adversary.
The generation and decryption protocols are the only protocols that an adversary could attack to break down the system.
In what follows, we show that these protocols are semantically
secure.
• Generation protocol: The adversary will want to attack
the generation protocol to obtain Sa . However, even if
the adversary compromises an RSU Ri and obtains ticket
δa (= Sa P ), obtaining Sa from δa is at least as hard as
solving the ECDLP. Hence, it cannot obtain the true identity of Va . In addition, if Va uses multiple tickets obtained
from the MVD, every time it interacts with Ri , it can use a
randomly chosen ticket; thus, the ticket itself cannot lead
to the compromise of Va ’s secret Sa . The communication
between an uncompromised RSU and Va is also secure
since the traffic is protected by the encryption using K(a,i) .
In addition, γ(a,i) is random, making C  random as well.
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j
• Decryption protocol: Parameters P , σaj P , and τ(a,i)
are
publicly known. To decrypt a message, the adversary
j
j
to obtain S(a,i)
(correspondattempts to reduce τ(a,i)
ing private key). Another direction of attack may be
for the adversary to attempt to unmask the XOR value
H1 (e(σaj P, H(ρP )P )) associated with the message. The
adversary cannot generate the private key as it is equivalent
to solving the ECDLP. In addition, the adversary cannot
unmask the hash value because the unmasking operation
requires the computation of a pairing on H(ρP )P and
σaj P . In addition, the adversary also does not possess M
and random number k. All these ensure that the adversary
cannot decrypt the message.

This proves that the PACP scheme is semantically secure
and the attackers cannot derive any secrets of vehicle Va . As
a result, the adversary cannot use a pseudonym for vehicle Va
to generate a valid signature for impersonation attacks.

Theorem 2: PACP is secure against colluding attacks to
discover the vehicle’s identity.
Proof: The goals of using pseudonyms are twofold:
1) preventing attackers from linking actions from the same
vehicle and 2) preventing attackers from discovering the real
identity of the vehicle (or discover the private key). Preventing
attackers (including colluding attackers) from linking actions
performed by the same vehicle can be achieved by using
multiple pseudonyms for each communication session, road
segment, or time period. This can be achieved by deriving
multiple pseudonyms from RSUs, which has been proposed
by many previous solutions. PACP can achieve a similar level
of anonymity using the same approaches. However, the trust
model of using PACP is different from previous solutions,
as we will discuss in Section V-B. Preventing attackers from
discovering the real identity of a vehicle has been discussed
in Theorem 1. Thus, PACP achieves its desired anonymity
properties.

B. Comparative Study With ECPP
Now, we compare the security of our PACP scheme with
the ECPP scheme [6]. We compare PACP with ECPP as both
of them aim to achieve anonymous and unlinkable communication for the vehicles and both are based on ECC. ECPP
provides mutual authentication between RSUs and vehicles,
and its protocol that generates the anonymous keys forms the
basis for anonymity. ECPP has been demonstrated (using the
hardness of the ECDLP) to be secure against impersonation and
compromised RSUs. In PACP, the generation algorithm uses
the same basis for anonymity. We have proved in Theorem 1
that it is computationally hard for the adversary to compromise
the generation protocol or impersonate either the vehicle or the
RSU. The ECPP protocol aims at designing a secure privacy
protocol for transmission of safety messages while at the same
time allowing for fast revocation of the malicious vehicles.
PACP provides the same security and privacy features with a
faster revocation mechanism. Particularly, the search for the
malicious vehicles in the RSUs and the MVD’s databases has
an asymptotic time complexity of O(M ), in comparison with
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O(M log N ) for ECPP, where M is the number of vehicles to
be revoked, and N is the total number of vehicles. This is due to
the use of hash maps to store two mappings between the token
and the ticket at the RSU, and the ticket and the ID at the MVD,
which allow O(1) lookup for each revoked vehicle.
The operation model is different in that the pseudonym
generation of PACP is done by the vehicles, which is better
than their generation at the RSUs, as is done in ECPP. This
puts less burden on an RSU and allows it to be more effective
in handling denser traffic. The aforementioned analysis shows
that PACP will scale better than ECPP.
VI. E VALUATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSES
Here, we present our evaluation results. The schemes proposed in the literature can be broadly categorized into those
based on elliptical curve cryptography and those based on RSA.
We compare our PACP protocol with the best schemes in each
category. The schemes we compare with are the ellipticalcurve-based VANET standard named ECIES [22], the ECPP
scheme [6], and the RSA-based schemes in [11]. In Theorem 1,
we proved that our PACP protocol is secure against the presented attack scenarios. Here, we show that our protocol can
be implemented in current generation vehicular networks and
that it admirably performs in comparison with the existing
schemes. We compare the schemes on the basis of average
latency experienced at the RSUs for pseudonym generation, the
time taken to perform the encryption and decryption protocols
that ensure anonymity, and the running time complexity of
revocation. The latency experienced at the RSU has to be as
small as possible because high latency results in a few number
of vehicles obtaining their tokens in a given time period. Not
all schemes can be compared with PACP on the aforementioned
comparison criteria. For the latency measurements, we compare
with ECPP; for encryption and decryption, we compare with the
ECIES- and RSA-based schemes; and for complexity analysis
of revocation, we compare with the ECPP scheme. For the
RSA-based schemes, the basic building block is RSA; hence,
instead of comparing with each scheme, we compare PACP
with only RSA.
All the schemes were implemented on our simulator written in C++. We do not use currently available simulators for
VANETs because the results of the performance measurements
are independent of the simulator used. For the elliptical curve
and pairing operations, we used the Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC) Library [23]. We also used the Crypto++ 5.4 Library
[24] for the ECIES implementation, as well as routines such
as the SHA-1 hash function. For ECC and pairing, we used
the Type-A curve defined in the PBC library with the default
parameters [23].
All our implementations were done on a 2-GHz machine
with 2-GB memory, running Cygwin 1.5.25–15 [25] with the
gcc version 3.3. All the results of analyses were averaged over
1000 randomized simulation runs. For RSA and ECC, we chose
key sizes of 1024 and 160 bits, respectively, to ensure the same
level of security.
Table IV presents the time taken to execute basic operations
such as signing, encryption, and decryption for the various
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TABLE IV
E XECUTION T IME OF BASIC O PERATIONS PER B LOCK

schemes. All the timings reported in Table IV are averaged over
1000 randomized runs.
Fig. 4 shows the time taken by RSA (RSA-based schemes),
ECIES, and our PACP scheme to perform encryption and decryption. We ignore the other aspects of the corresponding protocols as they will take negligible time in comparison. The RSA
protocol is much faster in comparison with ECIES and PACP in
encryption; this is because in RSA, encryption generally uses a
small prime number for exponentiation, which is very fast. The
ECC scheme on which ECIES and PACP are based does not
have this advantage; hence, the running time of encryption is
higher in ECIES and PACP. We note that the performance of encryption in PACP is, on average, 18% better than that in ECIES.
This is because the PACP protocol uses only two pairings and
one-point multiplication operation, whereas ECIES uses threepoint multiplications and one expensive map-to-point operation
to provide the same level of security. For decryption, RSA has
the worst execution time of the three schemes. Here, PACP outperforms RSA by 71.65% and ECIES by 60.80%, taking only
8 ms for decryption. In VANETs, having a small decryption
time is highly desirable as it reduces the protocol overhead
at the vehicles receiving the message. A smaller decryption
time allows the vehicles receiving a message to decrypt the
message faster, hence allowing more time for an appropriate
response. The ciphertext size is similar for each of the presented solutions. However, PACP has the least payload size in
comparison with the other schemes. This is because PACP uses
the BLS signature scheme [26], in which the authors showed
that a BLS signature of length 154 bits has security comparable with a 320-bit digital signature algorithm or a 320-bit
elliptic curve digital signature algorithm.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the total time taken
by an RSU for token generation when the RSA-based, ECPP,
and PACP schemes are used. We study the total time for token

Fig. 4.

Protocol comparison.

Fig. 5.

Protocol latency comparison.

generation at the RSU because it is also an overhead of the
anonymity protocols, and the lower the total time required, the
more desirable the protocol. The number of vehicles communicating with the RSU was increased from 10 to 100, and for
each vehicle, ten tokens were requested. As we have pointed
out before, low latency at the RSU is desirable as it allows
more vehicles to obtain tokens from the RSU. The latency
at the RSU for the generation of a single token using each
l
l
= 29.6 ms, TECPP
=
of the three schemes is given as TRSA
l
l
154.3 ms, and TPACP = 58.86 ms. For RSA, TRSA is dominated by the sum of the time taken by the RSU to verify
the vehicle’s identity certificate, the time required to sign the
new pseudonym, and, finally, the time required to encrypt the
pseudonym with the public key of the vehicle. For ECPP,
the latency is computed as the total time taken by the RSU
to perform 13-point multiplication and six pairing operations
[6]. The time consumed by other operations such as random
number generation is ignored. In our PACP scheme, the latency
is the sum of the time taken by the RSU to decrypt the message,
verify the signature of the ticket, perform a point multiplication,
and generate the signature of the token. The time taken for
performing symmetric key encryption is negligible. We ignore
the time taken for communication between the vehicle and
the RSU, as our objective is to demonstrate the latency of
computation of the tokens. The communication latency does
not depend on our scheme but instead depends on factors such
as the number of vehicles communicating with the RSU, the
number of tokens per vehicle, and the medium-access control
protocol. This latency affects all protocols in the same way.
From the figure, it is clear that the RSA-based solutions have
the least latency, followed by the PACP and ECPP schemes.
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Protocol latency analysis of PACP.
Fig. 7. Comparison of search times for revocation.

The reason for low latency in RSA is because of the efficiency
of the public key operations for encryption.
However, the RSA-based schemes have their own drawbacks.
First, the decryption at the vehicle is generally very slow and,
hence, may not be applicable in a practical setting. Second,
and more importantly, the existing RSA-based schemes do not
provide the same level of security as PACP. In these schemes,
when an RSU issues a pseudonym, it also gets to know the
pseudonym. If the RSU is compromised, all the pseudonyms
issued by the RSU will be known to the attacker. As a result, the attacker can easily track all the vehicles that use the
pseudonyms issued by the compromised RSU. In comparison,
in our PACP scheme, the pseudonyms are unknown to the
RSUs; hence, PACP provides improved security. When compared with the popular ECPP scheme, our PACP scheme has
less than half the latency. This is because of the use of fewer
pairing and multiplication operations. Hence, PACP is more
secure and efficient when compared with the existing RSAbased schemes and ECPP in terms of RSU latency. Fig. 6 shows
the time taken by a single RSU for token generation when the
number of vehicles increases from 1 to 100 and the number
of pseudonyms required by each vehicle increases from 1 to
10. With an increase in the number of vehicles or the number
of pseudonyms, the latency at the RSU increases because the
RSU has to generate more tokens. We note that our scheme
scales pretty well. Even when the number of vehicles is 100
and the number of pseudonyms required is 10, the latency for
pseudonym generation is less than 60 s.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the time taken by an RSU and
the MVD to search for a vehicle to revoke it from the system.
We compare our scheme with the ECPP scheme as it is the
only scheme in the literature that studies node revocation in any
significant detail. In our PACP scheme, the MVD and the RSUs
take much less time to search the revoked node, in comparison
with that in the ECPP scheme. This is because of the difference
in the asymptotic complexity of search operation as discussed
in Section IV-C. Hence, our scheme is faster.
The simulation results and the security analyses demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of our PACP scheme. Our
scheme has a protocol latency that is comparable to the faster
schemes based on RSA while having much lower search and
revocation times when compared with the ECPP scheme; this
shows that it will scale well with the increase in the number of
vehicles in the network. Hence, PACP provides high security
and better scalability.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have proposed a novel PACP protocol for
the vehicles in VANETs. Our protocol not only provides the
desired level of anonymity to the vehicles but also is efficient
in computation and storage. It also performs better than other
state-of-the-art schemes. In the future, we would like to evaluate
PACP on a large-scale VANET testbed with varying vehicle
mobility models.
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